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MagnetismMagnetism

Magnetism is a class of physical phenomena that 
are mediated by magnetic fields. Electric currents 
and the magnetic moments of elementary particles
give rise to a magnetic field, which acts on other 
currents and magnetic moments.
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Sources of magnetism:
 Electric current (Electron magnetic 

moment).
 Spin magnetic moments of 

elementary particles. (The magnetic 
moments of the nuclei of atoms are 
typically thousands of times smaller 
than the electrons' magnetic 
moments, so they are negligible in 
the context of the magnetization of 
materials.)

HH--field and Bfield and B--fieldfield

The magnetic field can be defined in several equivalent ways based 
on the effects it has on its environment.

B-field: the magnetic field is defined by the force it exerts on a moving charged 
particle. 
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H-field: there is a quantity H, which is also sometimes called the magnetic 
field. In a vacuum, B and H are proportional to each other, with the multiplicative 
constant depending on the physical units. Inside a material they are different (H 
and B  inside and outside of magnetic materials). 
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MagnetisationMagnetisation

[Atoms] Electrons (in pairs) are in constant [Atoms] Electrons (in pairs) are in constant 
motion around the nucleus, carry a negative motion around the nucleus, carry a negative 
electrical charge and produce a magnetic field electrical charge and produce a magnetic field 
as they move through space. A magnetic field is as they move through space. A magnetic field is 
produced whenever an electrical charge is in produced whenever an electrical charge is in 
motion. The strength of this field is called the motion. The strength of this field is called the 
magnetic momentmagnetic moment
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magnetic momentmagnetic moment..  ..  

MagnetisationMagnetisation

MagnetisationMagnetisation (magnetic polarization) is the vector field that (magnetic polarization) is the vector field that 
expresses the density of permanent or induced magnetic dipole expresses the density of permanent or induced magnetic dipole 
moments in a magnetic material.moments in a magnetic material.

The origin of the magnetic moments responsible for 
magnetization can be either microscopic electric
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magnetization can be either microscopic electric 
currents resulting from the motion of electrons in 
atoms, or the spin of the electrons or the nuclei. 

Net magnetization results from the 
response of a material to an external 
magnetic field, together with any 
unbalanced magnetic dipole moments that 
may be inherent in the material itself.

MagnetisationMagnetisation
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 Diamagnetic materials (e.g. gold) have a Diamagnetic materials (e.g. gold) have a 
weak, negative susceptibility to magnetic weak, negative susceptibility to magnetic 
fields.fields.
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 Paramagnetic materials (e.g. lithium)  have Paramagnetic materials (e.g. lithium)  have 
a small, positive susceptibility to magnetic a small, positive susceptibility to magnetic 
fields.fields.

 Ferromagnetic materials (e.g. steel) have a Ferromagnetic materials (e.g. steel) have a 
large, positive susceptibility to an external large, positive susceptibility to an external 
magnetic field. magnetic field. 
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Initial Initial magnetisationmagnetisation, Saturation, Saturation
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BH loop/curve, HysteresisBH loop/curve, Hysteresis

A great deal of information can be learned about the magnetic A great deal of information can be learned about the magnetic 
properties of a material by studying its hysteresis loop. A hysteresis properties of a material by studying its hysteresis loop. A hysteresis 
loop shows the relationship between the induced magnetic flux loop shows the relationship between the induced magnetic flux 
density (B) and the magnetizing force (H). It is often referred to as density (B) and the magnetizing force (H). It is often referred to as 
the Bthe B--H loop. H loop. 
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Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI)Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI)

“This“This methodmethod isis usedused forfor thethe detectiondetection ofof surfacesurface andand nearnear--surfacesurface flawsflaws inin
ferromagneticferromagnetic materialsmaterials andand isis primarilyprimarily usedused forfor crackcrack detectiondetection.. TheThe specimenspecimen
isis magnetisedmagnetised eithereither locallylocally oror overall,overall, andand ifif thethe materialmaterial isis soundsound thethe magneticmagnetic
fluxflux isis predominantlypredominantly insideinside thethe materialmaterial.. If,If, however,however, therethere isis aa surfacesurface--breakingbreaking
flaw,flaw, thethe magneticmagnetic fieldfield isis distorted,distorted, causingcausing locallocal magneticmagnetic fluxflux leakageleakage aroundaround
thethe flawflaw.. ThisThis leakageleakage fluxflux isis displayeddisplayed byby coveringcovering thethe surfacesurface withwith veryvery finefine
ironiron particlesparticles appliedapplied eithereither drydry oror suspendedsuspended inin aa liquidliquid.. TheThe particlesparticles
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accumulateaccumulate atat thethe regionsregions ofof fluxflux leakage,leakage, producingproducing aa buildbuild--upup whichwhich cancan bebe
seenseen visuallyvisually eveneven whenwhen thethe crackcrack openingopening isis veryvery narrownarrow.. Thus,Thus, aa crackcrack isis
indicatedindicated asas aa lineline ofof ironiron powderpowder particlesparticles onon thethe surfacesurface..””

------BINDTBINDT
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Basic principles of MPI Basic principles of MPI 
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IfIf thethe magnetmagnet isis cracked,cracked, aa northnorth andand southsouth polepole
willwill formform atat eacheach edgeedge ofof thethe crackcrack.. TheThe magneticmagnetic
fieldfield exitsexits thethe northnorth polepole andand rere--entersenters atat thethe southsouth
polepole.. TheThe magneticmagnetic fieldfield spreadsspreads outout whenwhen itit
encountersencounters thethe smallsmall airair gapgap createdcreated byby thethe crackcrack
becausebecause thethe airair cannotcannot supportsupport asas muchmuch magneticmagnetic
fieldfield perper unitunit volumevolume asas thethe magnetmagnet cancan.. WhenWhen thethe
fieldfield spreadsspreads out,out, itit appearsappears toto leakleak outout ofof thethe
materialmaterial and,and, thusthus isis calledcalled aa fluxflux leakageleakage fieldfield..

Fringing field and Leakage fieldFringing field and Leakage field
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Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL)Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL)

“As with MPI, the ferromagnetic specimen is magnetised, and depending upon “As with MPI, the ferromagnetic specimen is magnetised, and depending upon 
the level of induced flux density, magnetic flux leakage due to both nearthe level of induced flux density, magnetic flux leakage due to both near-- and farand far--
surface flaws is detected by a surface flaws is detected by a Hall effect elementHall effect element, which is traversed over the , which is traversed over the 
surface of the specimen. surface of the specimen. 

Unlike MPI, the method is not limited to surfaceUnlike MPI, the method is not limited to surface--breaking or nearbreaking or near--surface flaws, surface flaws, 
but actually becomes increasingly sensitive to but actually becomes increasingly sensitive to farfar--surface flaws surface flaws with increasing with increasing 
levels of magnetisation. ”levels of magnetisation. ”
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Principles of MFL Principles of MFL 
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Principles of MFL Principles of MFL 
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Magnetic field measurementMagnetic field measurement
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Factors influencing leakage fieldFactors influencing leakage field

 Strength of external field (80% saturation)
 Location of defects
 Ratio of defect depth to defect width
 Defect orientation
 Specimen coating
 Materials and condition of specimens
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 Materials and condition of specimens

Scanning curvesScanning curves
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Scanning curvesScanning curves
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Scanning curvesScanning curves
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Defect analysisDefect analysis
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TheoryTheory
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Finite Element Finite Element ModellingModelling ------ 3D MFL3D MFL
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Finite Element Finite Element ModellingModelling ------ Dynamic MFLDynamic MFL
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MFL systemMFL system

MagnetiserMagnetiser + Sensing element + Scanner+ Sensing element + Scanner
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MagnetiserMagnetiser:: Permanent magnets or ElectromagnetsPermanent magnets or Electromagnets
Sensing element: Sensing element: Hall devices, GMR, AMR, etc.Hall devices, GMR, AMR, etc.
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Experimental study Experimental study ------ 3D MFL 3D MFL 
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16.5mm

× 10-4

Experimental study Experimental study ------ Residual StrainResidual Strain
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Experimental study Experimental study ------ Residual StrainResidual Strain
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Experimental study Experimental study ------ Residual StrainResidual Strain
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Application of MFLApplication of MFL
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Imaging and identification of corrosion Imaging and identification of corrosion 
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Sensor array
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Thank you!Thank you!

and Any Questions?and Any Questions?
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